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Abstract 

A class of models which possess extra chiral symmetries and gauge 

interactions at higher energies is shown to avoid the strong CP problem. 

No light axion is involved. An explicit mechanism for weak CP violation 

emerges. 
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The conservation of CP by the strong interactions was considered a 

natural outcome of the Lagrangian in the early days of QCD. The discovery 

of the topologically non-trivial vacua with an additional 8 parameter led 

to the realization that unless 8 is very small (which in most models is an 

unnatural assumption), QCD may lead to a large CP violation. The strong CP 

problem is eliminated if an additional axial U(l) symmetrv is introduced. 

One way to do this is to set the up quark mass to zero [1], but thi° is 

uncomfortable phenomenologically. Peccei and Quinn [2] have proposed a model 

in which the U(l) symmetry is hidden in the weak interaction theory, but 

their model involves a light axion [1], which hasn't been seen [3]. Recently 

natural solutions to the problem in the context of technicolor theories have 

been proposed [4]. 

We propose a mechanism which is similar in nature to the Peccei-Quinn 

solution, however the axion is non-physical because it is the (pseudo) 

Goldstone boson of a symmetry with a non-abelian anomaly. The mechanism is 

applicable to a class of composite models for quarks and leptons, and a 

class of technicolor models. 

The principles of the analysis to be applied in the paper can be 

illustrated in the following toy model |S]. Consider QCD with one massless 

flavor u and a 6 term in the Lagrangian, Chiral symmetry breaks down dynami

cally, leading to the condensate: 

<ui V = ce" ia C1) 

The gauge invariant axial current j is not conserved due to the 

strong anomaly: 

u1; „ ^ 



FF, however, is a total divergence: 
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and one can define a conserved (but non gauge invariant) current: 

.usym . .uS_ 2Ku ( 4 ) 

au j^
5™ = o (5) 

The space integral of j ™ is the chiral charge which is spontaneously 

broken. Coupling eq. (5) to products of operators one derives Ward identities 

for Green's functions, fife integrate over space-time using (4) and assume the 

absence of a physical massless Goldstone boson coupled to j [the U(l) problem). 

The insertion of the gluonic term is equivalent to taking a derivative with 

respect to 6, and one finds that a chiral rotation with an angle $ is equivalent 

to a change A8 = 2<|> in the Lagrangiar.. This equivalence holds for any Green's 

function. As an example consider the condensate (1). The effect of both 

chirally rotating u by <|>, and changing 6 by 2<j> will be to leave a invariant. 

We can thus get rid of 9 by chirally rotating the field. 

The symmetry generated by j breaks down dynamically by the generation 

of the bilinear condensate. The current is not gauge invariant and the Goldstone 

boson is not physical. 

In dynamically broken theories the S matrix has a larger symmetry than 

the Green's functions. The S matrix cannot depend on the direction in which the 

symmetry chose to break, while the Green's functions do. Formally this happens 

because the exponent of the conserved charge commutes with the Hamiltonian but 

rotates the direction of the symmetry breaking. In our example, the physics 
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will not depend on a, and we can redefine the u field such that a=0. Notice 

that this does not bring back the 9 angle into the Lagrangian, since we are 

using a symmetry of A/[6]. 

We now add some complications to the model: 

Complication 1 

Assume u is coupled to an additional gauge field, which has a different 

6 angle. The phase of the bilinear condensate can still be rotated to zero, 

but one cannot rotate away both 9 angles. The physical amplitudes may depend 

on the difference of the 6 angles, leading to explicit CP violation if the 

difference is non-zero. 

Complication 2 

We add a real mass term for u. Chiral symmetry is explicitly broken now 

and the value of a is not orbitrary. No 9 can be rotated away and a non-zero 

6 leads to explicit CP violation. 

Even in the absence of a S term, CP may break down spontaneously. 

Consider for example the following scenarios: 

1. Assume we have a few massless flavors . Higher powers in the quark 

fields may condensate, leading to more phases than can be rotated away using 

the available chiral symmetries. 

2. In the case of a real mass field, a may be non-zero even for zero 6. 

It is interesting to note, however, that there is always an angle 6 for which 

a vanishes. This property holds, to first order in m, for any number of quark 

flavors. The proof makes use of Dashen's theorem [7] which, when modified in 

the U(l) direction [5], predicts that to first order in the masses,m.sina. is 
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independent of i (the flavor index), and that Ea.= 9+a0 where a0 ia a 

constant, independent of 9. For the particular choice 6 = -a0 = 9Q, the 

condensates will all be real (a.= 0), but there will be explicit CP 

violation. 

We now define what we mean by strong CP violation. The definition will 

be rather restrictive, and the discussion of any other source of CP violation 

will be deferred. Consider only theu,d quarks and define strong CP violation 

in that system as the impossibility to find a convention in which the two 

masses as well as all bilinear condensates are real. We prcve that for a 

class of theories no CP violation of this sort occurs. 

One example is the dynamical rishon model 18], which is a composite 

model for quarks and leptons. We choose to demonstrate explicitly how strong 

CP violation is avoided there, and then generalize the class of models for 

which the solution is applicable. These in general will not have to be 

composite models. 

The model has at the underlying level a local gauge symmetry 

SU(3)C x SU(3)„ x U(i)EH.SUC3)c is the usual strong color interaction, SU(3)H 

is called hyper-color, has a scale l„ > TeV, and serves to bind rishons to 

make quarks and leptons. U(1)_M is the electromagnetic interaction and is 

introduced here at the underlying level. 

The theory assumes two rishon flavors; T with change Q=l/3 and (3,3) 

content under CxH, and V with Q=0 and transformation properties of (3,3). 

If the rishons are massless, one can construct two axial currents that 

are conserved up to gauge anomalies. Define the gauge invariant jf, = V juj V; 

if = f jyj5T, then 
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These anomalies are derived by calculating the triangle diagrams of each 

axial current with pairs of all possible gauge currents. For each gauge current 

the fermionic indices of the other gauge groups serve as flavor indices. As is 

evident from the above equations jH _ = yr. - jZ, has only electromagnetic 

gauge anomaly while jf. _ has in addition strong ones. 

The theory has two relevant 8 angles - one for each SU(3) product. 

Assuming the absence of zero mass bosons coupled to jT. _ we can rotate away a 

common angle from 6_, 9 . This can be done also with jj! or j*: . The freedom 

can be used to eliminate either 8_ or 8„, leaving the second non-zero, or to 

rotate away both if for some reason 8„= 8-. This happens for example if SU(3)„ 

and SU(3)„ are unified by any larger group £4]. 

At energies of order M^, well below iL,. the effective Lagrangian is 

composed only of hyper-color singlets (quarks and leptons), the weak interactions, 

color gluons and photons. The original chiral symmetries will be realized by 

the absence of explicit mass terms for the quarks and leptons. They will, how

ever, break down spontaneously leading to VEV's for the effective Higgs field, 

thereby generating current masses [9]. In general we expect these masses to be 

complex. Using the underlying chiral symmetries we can redefine the V,T phases, 

which in turn rotate chirally the u,d quarks, such that the u,d mass matrix be 

real. We can still use the symmetry of the Green's functions in the underlying 

theory to rotate 8„ down to 8 , the angle which generates real quark condensates. 

8_ being a vacuum angle in a zero mass theory, is not renormalized and remains 
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8 in the effective theory. With our definition there is therefore no strong 

CP violation. 

It is interesting to compare this analysis with the Peccei-Quinn axion 

solution [2]. Tr. the latter there is, together with the UCl)--- symmetry which 

is exact in the limit Gp=0 and broken by quark masses, an additional U(l)pn 

which is exact. Both symmetries have strong anomalies, but can form a linear 

combination v/hich doesn't. The Goldstone boson that results from the spontaneous 

breaking of this linear combination is the axion, and it gets a mass to order 

1/2 
G ' because U(l)rv__ is explicitly broken. Such a particle seems to be ruled r yLU 

out experimentally (see however [3]). In our case the exact U(l) symmetry is 

the U(l?_ „ chiral symmetry. The approximate U(l) ..̂  cannot form an anomaly 

free combination with the U(l)_ „ current because of the hyper-color term. 

Therefore the axion will be non-physical, and the physical particle corresponing 

to it Cin the sense n corresponds to the U(l)0__ Goldstone boson) will have a 

mass of order L,. The small mass axion is avoided. 

Our definition of strong CP violation was rather restrictive and it is 

possible that otheT sources of CP violation which are not included in the 

definition will be strong enough to be inconsistent with the super-weak CP 

violation which is observed. These may be spontaneous or explicit. 

We have described two ways by which CP can break down spontaneously (for 

8 =6„). The first is especially interesting in composite models. In these models 
L n 

one generally assumes that bilinear constituent condensates don't form, because 

this leads to quarks with masses ̂ A„. Quarks condensates, however may form and 

get spontaneous non-zero phases.Since there is no known mechanism to break CP 

dynamically in a QCD-like theory, and such a breaking may have an uncontrollable 

magnitude we nevertheless assume that none of the seenarios for such a breaking 



really materializes. 

The theory still provides us with a source of explicit CP violation, 

i.e. 6„j! 9„. The affect of this on the low energy phenomenology is in 
L n 

principle calculable, but not at the present stage of the theory. One needs 

to know the effective weak interaction structure of the theory. For example 

in a Kobayashi-Maskawa [10] type of a theory, the CP violating phase will 

be a function of 6 - 6_. At this point it is important to remember that the 

effective low-energy weak interaction theory neglects non-renormalizable 
My, 2 

interactions that are down by at least (•*—) compared with the renormalizable 

terms. This can be done safely, vxcept when such interactions break otherwise 

unbroken symmetries. Chiral symmetry, for example, will be broken and masses 

of order HuOj—) will be generated. These presumably don't spoil renormalizability 

because of an effective Higgs structure. Since CP violation is small, a non-

negligible contribution to it may come from the effective non-renormalizable 

interactions. 

The mechanism we have described to avoid strong CP violation is applicable 

to a larger class of theories. The only ingredients of the theory we really nead 

are: 

1) An additional confined gauge interaction (hyper-color). 

2) A U(l) chiral synmetry with both color and hyper-color anomalies. 

3) An additional chiral symmetry with which we can fully rotate a-ay the 

phases in the u,d mass matrix. Such a symmetry automatically exists in a theory 

which leads to the Weinberg-Salam SU(2) x U(l). It is the neutral generator cf 

SU(2)L. 
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Natural candidates are technicolor theories. If the sideways 

interactions transforming quarks to techniquarks leave a U(l) symmetry 

of the sort 2) unbroken one can go through the whole analysis and reach 

the same conclusion: no strong CP problem for any 8„, 6„, and explicit 

CP breaking for 6_ f 6„. We mention that explicit rather than spontaneous 

CP breaking is needed in order to explain the baryon number of the universe 

£11]. 

I thank T. Banks, Y. Frishman, H. HaraTi, E. Rabinovici and 

N. Seiberg for helpful discussions. 
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